ITVfest / PopConLA - FILMMAKER INTERVIEWS
A Q&A with Raymond Lambert
from the Web Series
“Somebody Stop That Negro”
~~~~~ * ~~~~~

So, Raymond, your background, where are you from and what motivated you
to do a Web Series?:
I'm from Los Angeles CA., and my motivation for doing a web series I guess would be
my love for storytelling, comedy, and today’s technology made it possible to produce
and create my series independently.
And your role with in “Somebody Stop That Negro” ?
I Ray Lambert, am in charge of the animation, most directing, some voice work, writing
and creation of plot lines.
~~~~~ * ~~~~~
How would you best describe your Web Series?
It's intended to be a comedy based in fact, along with some social commentary thrown
in for flavor.
~~~~~ * ~~~~~
What was the best moment, for you in creating “Somebody Stop That
Negro”?
I would say it was actually seeing the final result of the joining of voice and motion of
the animated figures, it was very gratifying.
~~~~~ * ~~~~~
And the worst moment?
When we were working on an episode, and didn't save it on the computer, losing a
great deal of material.

If you had one message to get across to the WORLD with “Somebody Stop
That Negro”
– What would that message be?
I guess the one message would be with "Somebody Stop That Negro", that the history
of the world is far more amazing than you could ever imagin.
~~~~~ * ~~~~~
Everyone that enters a Festival wants to win an Award,
What about your project makes it stand out?
I think our subject matter is very unusual and also the fact that we do it with a comedic
twist only makes it more unusual.
~~~~~ * ~~~~~
and What is next for you?
We are currently working on our next addition to the series coming out this April 2012
Thank You, Raymond Lambert
Any last words or something I forgotten to ask you?
We appreciate being accepting into this festival, and being given the opportunity to
have people see our work and judge its merit for themselves.
~~~~~ * ~~~~~
What are the credits for Somebody Stop That Negro?
Cast:
(Michael Lambert, writing ,voices), (Ray Lambert, writing, animation),
Produced by:
The Lambert Brothers (Ray & Mike)
Creators/Directors: The Lambert Brothers (Ray & Mike)
Cameras:
Ray Lambert
~~~~~ * ~~~~~
***– Where and When is “Somebody Stop That Negro”?
FaceBook: http://www.facebook.com/BlackArchaeologist
Web Site: www.lambertvision.com
Twitter:
https://twitter.com/#!/TechNubian1

YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/user/TechNubian1

